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The Challenge

Our client is a leading provider of cloud billing and subscription management 

solutions for Global 2000 companies. Their solution automates the entire subscription 

lifecycle for all recurring revenue models which is used to monetize, bill for and 

manage the Client’s Subscription based offerings

The Client

The client was facing the following challenges:

The client wanted to integrate analytical reporting into their product offerings to increase the value of their product.

Since the client was offering the BI and Analytics to their customers they wanted to reduce infrastructure costs as 
much as possible and pass on this cost reduction to their customers.

Due to the variety of industries that the client’s customers operated in, there are periods where the data to be 
processed would increase and decrease. A need was felt to be able to adjust storage and computing powers based 
on the surge.

The existing reports were only operational reports and were not user friendly.

The users were able to execute the report only by scheduling the reports.

The users were not able to drill down or drill through a report to get the required level of data and also export 
reports in different formats.

The users had to depend on the developers to create user defined reports or to see any other required data.

Dashboards were not available and hence KPIs were not visible to their clients.

In short, our client wanted to give a better user experience and more effective reports to their clients.
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The Solution

As the solution needed to be integrated with their product and offered to their customers, MicroStrategy 

was chosen as the BI platform which included both the desktop and the cloud version.

   Oracle 11g

   Amazon Redshift for ETL data storage and processing

   SnapLogic for ETL

   MicroStrategy  - Desktop and Cloud Versions

Data models to provide Interactive Reports and Dashboards were designed and developed using Micro Strategy.

As our client product stores multiple clients information in the same system, care was taken to expose right 

data to right users and the security was ensured.

In line with the client's vision of reducing infrastructure costs Aspire proposed an ETL architecture where the

entire ETL related computing work was done on the public cloud. This ETL on the cloud architecture provided 

the much needed “Elasticity” to massively scale as well as be flexible to operate large data sets at minimal costs. 

SnapLogic was chosen as the ETL tool while Amazon Redshift was proposed for data storage and processing.

KPI enriched Dashboards and Reports were designed and developed to gain better insight into their 

customers and business processes.

Some of the key KPIs that were developed include:      Revenue generating Subscribers

     Churn rate        Usage trend        Usage Variance

Designed and Developed meta-data to provide Ad-hoc reporting for power users.

Reports were scheduled and distributed to appropriate users at right intervals of time.

Reports can be exported in MS Excel, PDF and CSV format.
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